Modeling the electromobility of ions in a target tissue.
Electroporation is a clinical and laboratory technique for the delivery of molecules to cells. This method imposes electric fields onto cells or tissues through the use of electrodes and a set of electrical parameters to ultimately incorporate molecules into the cells. Clinical applications may include using directional fields to bring therapeutics to the target tissues before triggering an electroporation event. The choice of applicator may also have a significant influence on this molecular flow. Modeling ionic flow in tissues will yield insight into selecting the appropriate parameters or electroporation signature for a desired target application. In this paper, the motion of tissue injected ions was modeled for two common electroporation applicator configurations-the parallel plate, and the four needle electrodes. This electric field induced fluid flow model predicts that the parallel plate applicator ultimately directs the movement of an ionic therapeutic in a forward manner with side motion due only to obstruction, while the four-needle applicator directs anisotropic flow within the field ultimately forcing the therapeutic into a mound at the fringes of the induced electric field.